
Finch, Thornton & Baird, LLP represents a wide variety of businesses for 
their litigation needs through trial and appeal.  This includes national and 
local distributors and manufacturers, international insurance companies, 
venture capitalists, vehicle dealerships, clothing makers and retailers, book 
sellers, developers, and laboratories — as well as construction companies 
and defense contractors.

GETTING CLIENTS OUT OF TROUBLE. 
AND HELPING THEM AVOID IT.
Even the best-managed and well-intentioned businesses will likely encounter a 
legal problem eventually.  When trouble does come knocking, you want the right 
resources to handle the situation decisively, effi ciently, and effectively.  The tenacious 
attorneys at Finch, Thornton & Baird have proven themselves in state and federal 
courts, and in virtually all alternative dispute resolution forums.  As important as 
our ability to get clients out of trouble, however, is our ability to help them avoid it.  
In fact, our long history of successful courtroom litigation experience is exactly why 
Finch, Thornton & Baird is so well prepared to create the strongest possible legal 
protections and business agreements up front.

SOMETIMES THE SITUATION CALLS 
FOR MORE THAN A SMART LAWYER.
While legal services are the cornerstone of our practice, today’s rapidly changing 
business environment often requires the insights of a smart business person, too.  
Someone to help analyze risk and opportunity. Someone who sees the bigger 
picture.  Someone who can connect the impact of legal issues to difficult, real-life 
business issues.  Which is why it should come as no surprise that Finch, Thornton 
& Baird clients recently ranked our ability to deliver experienced business acumen 
second only to the consistent legal results we achieve.
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SERVICES

n					Partnership disputes
n					Joint venture disputes
n					Breach of contract disputes
n					Breach of fiduciary duty disputes
n					Stock sale and asset sale disputes
n					Executive compensation disputes
n					Shareholder buy-sell disputes
n					Employment disputes
n					Purchase order disputes
n					Corporate merger and buy out disputes
n					Debt and equity financing and  

private security offerings disputes
n					Confidentiality and non-disclosure 

disputes
n					Teaming disputes
n					Licensing disputes
n					Warranties disputes
n					Negligence disputes
n					Fraud disputes

n					Real estate purchase and sale disputes
n					Real estate lease disputes
n					Uniform commercial code issues of  

sales and security interests disputes
n					Risk of loss disputes
n					Distribution and sales disputes
n					Unfair and unlawful competition 

disputes
n					Products liability disputes
n					Equipment lease disputes
n					Trade secrets disputes
n					Intellectual property relating to 

copyrights, patents, service marks,  
and trademarks disputes

n					Intentional torts disputes
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